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If you are . . .If you are . . .If you are . . .If you are . . .    

Tired of feeling blocked to your manifesting your goals and desires 

Frustrated at not being able to understand why you feel so stuck 

Overwhelmed by old patterns of behavior that no longer serve you 

    

And you. . .And you. . .And you. . .And you. . .    

Wish    you could gain greater clarity about your life 

Want    to jumpstart your life in a new and positive direction 

Desire greater spiritual wisdom 

    

Then you. . .Then you. . .Then you. . .Then you. . .    

Owe yourself the    gift of a Spiritual Response Therapy session! 

 

Keep reading Keep reading Keep reading Keep reading to find out what Spiritual Response Therapy is and how it can 

help you create a better, more fulfilling life.  
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What is Spiritual Response Therapy?What is Spiritual Response Therapy?What is Spiritual Response Therapy?What is Spiritual Response Therapy?    

As a major part of my Spiritual Coaching-Counseling practice, I use an energy healing 

modality called Spiritual Response Therapy (SRT) to help people clear the “programming” 

at the core of their longstanding problems.   

The result?   

Enhanced happiness, confidence, success, and personal freedom.  Enhanced happiness, confidence, success, and personal freedom.  Enhanced happiness, confidence, success, and personal freedom.  Enhanced happiness, confidence, success, and personal freedom.      

SRT is a spiritual technology that “uses dowsing to bypass the conscious mind and its 

negative programming and connect with the subconscious and guidance within.  As 

negative programs and blocks are identified, they are cleared and replaced with positive 

energy and inner peace.”   

What is dowsing?What is dowsing?What is dowsing?What is dowsing?    

Dowsing is the art of using a pendulum, dowsing rods or other instruments to uncover 

hidden objects or information.  Since at least the 16th century, people have been using 

dowsing rods to find underground water, metal and minerals.  Click here for a very 

interesting and informative article on the history of dowsing.   

As a certified SRT practitioner, I practice the art of “spiritual dowsing.”  Working directly 

with Spirit, I use a pendulum and a series of charts created by SRT founder Robert 

Detzler, to uncover and clear the programming at the source of problems and conflicts.   

How does dowsing work?How does dowsing work?How does dowsing work?How does dowsing work?    

Although there is no current mainstream “scientific” explanation for why dowsing (or ESP, 

remote viewing, channeling, etc.) works, there is a spiritual explanation.  On my website I 

outline my simple spiritual philosophy that I believe explains why it is effective.    

It’s called the One Life Principlethe One Life Principlethe One Life Principlethe One Life Principle.  
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“ 

“ 
What is the One Life Principle?What is the One Life Principle?What is the One Life Principle?What is the One Life Principle?    

This ancient idea says that there is a single underlying power in the universe but the 

expression of this power takes many forms. 

Scientists call this power Energy, Nature, the Unified Field, Zero Point or Consciousness.  

Theologians call it God or Spirit. 

This power expresses itself as you, me and everyone and everything else in the Universe. 

When we wrap our minds around this simple premise, we realize that because everyone 

and everything comes from the same spiritual source, we are all spiritualwe are all spiritualwe are all spiritualwe are all spiritual. If we all come 

from the same spiritual source, then there is no separation there is no separation there is no separation there is no separation ————    not only between us and not only between us and not only between us and not only between us and 

God God God God ————    but between us and anyonbut between us and anyonbut between us and anyonbut between us and anyone or anything elsee or anything elsee or anything elsee or anything else. 

Like computers hooked up to a network server, each one of us has the inherent ability to 

access any and all information stored in the spiritual database of the Universe, 

sometimes referred to as the Akashic RecordsAkashic RecordsAkashic RecordsAkashic Records.       

As spiritual beings, we have the right to ask and receive healing and clearing of our soul 

records that contain negative and outmoded programming and to replace this 

programming with peace and lovepeace and lovepeace and lovepeace and love. 

The use of dowsing in Spiritual Response Therapy is a powerful and sacred tool that can 

not only greatly improve our daily lives, it can also help us jumpstart our spiritual 

evolution and wake up to our divine nature and power.  

    

    

 

I work diligently and lovingly on behalf of all my clients 
and often offer energetic support beyond the session.  At 
the very least, every one of my clients can expect to feel 
listened to and supported no matter what the issue or the 
outcome. 

--Tami Coyne 
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What is theWhat is theWhat is theWhat is the    “programming” that SRT is designed to clear?“programming” that SRT is designed to clear?“programming” that SRT is designed to clear?“programming” that SRT is designed to clear?    

SRT presupposes that we have all lived many lifetimes—past, present, future and parallel. 

According to Spiritual Response Therapy, “a program is a belief that has been 

accumulated in the soul records as a result of experiences before the Soul incarnates, 

while the Soul is incarnated and between lives while the Soul is in the spiritual realms.” 

(Detzler, 91.) 

In other words, these programs, or “beliefs” that have accumulated in the Soul, inform our 

feelings and our approach in this lifetime often leaving us with a feeling of helplessness 

or of being stuck in an emotion or experience we cannot seem to shift. 

In an SRT session, we first identify those negative programs and beliefs and then clear 

them.  The clearing of these programs connects you closer to Spirit and to your own 

innate wisdom, allowing you to make decisions that reflect your true nature and heart’s 

desire. 

Can you give some examples of “programs” that can be Can you give some examples of “programs” that can be Can you give some examples of “programs” that can be Can you give some examples of “programs” that can be 

cleared by SRT?cleared by SRT?cleared by SRT?cleared by SRT?    

Some examples of programs, among many others, that SRT can identify and clear are:

� Low Self-Esteem    

� Hate    

� Anger    

� Abuse    

� Guilt    

� Self-Punishment    

� Self-Limitation    

� Unworthiness    

� Fear    

� Abandonment    

� Bitterness    

� Betrayal    

� Rejection    

� Resentment    

� Jealousy    

After a full Spiritual Response Therapy clearing, many clients report a shift in their 

perception of their reality and are able to tackle the issues in their lives with greater ease 

and confidence.      

Some report that their problems seem to have effortlessly healed.      

However, SRT is not a magic wand.  While some people feel its effects immediately, 

others require multiple sessions to feel a shift.  Others might require a multidisciplinary 

approach that may include other energetic or psychological support.   
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Who do you work with? Who do you work with? Who do you work with? Who do you work with?     

My clients come from all walks of life, including: aspiring dancers, actors and artists; 

medical doctors and therapists; marketing, advertising, sales and financial professionals; 

mothers and fathers; newly graduated college graduates; teachers and students. 

I have used SRT to help people with issues related to career; finance and abundance; 

relationship and family; and the emotional and spiritual components of health-related 

issues.  I have worked with people in spiritual or emotional crisis (often as a spiritual 

adjunct to psychotherapy) and with people who are seeking to advance their spiritual 

wisdom and evolution.  

Does Spiritual Response Therapy work for everyone?Does Spiritual Response Therapy work for everyone?Does Spiritual Response Therapy work for everyone?Does Spiritual Response Therapy work for everyone?    

There is no modality or technique that I know of that works for everyone.  The majority of 

my clients report improvement as a result of Spiritual Response Therapy but a very small 

minority do not sense a shift on the conscious level.  There are a multitude of reasons 

why this could be the case.   

I work diligently and lovingly on behalf of all my clients and often offer energetic support 

beyond the session.  At the very least, every one of my clients can expect to feel listened 

to and supported no matter what the issue or the outcome. 

What is a typical session like?  What is a typical session like?  What is a typical session like?  What is a typical session like?      

Sessions can be conducted in person, over the phone or by Skype or Facetime.  There is 

no physical contact involved. 

A first session can take between 1 -1 ½ hours.  Follow up sessions usually last an hour 

but often a half hour or even less is all that is necessary. 

There is no special preparation or belief system required.  You don’t have to believe in 

past lives and you don’t need to be overly “spiritual.”  An open mind and heart is all you 

need to benefit from SRT. 
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What is the cost?What is the cost?What is the cost?What is the cost?    

Please contact me to schedule a complimentary 20-30 minute consultation to discuss 

whether Spiritual Response Therapy might be a good choice for you.   

Should you decide to proceed with a session, a preliminary full clearing takes between 1- 

1 ½ hours and costs between $120 and $180.  Additional sessions usually run an hour or 

less and are billed at the rate of $120/hr. 

Discounted rates are sometimes available depending on my availability.  Please inquire 

about discounts for special circumstances. 

How do I get started?How do I get started?How do I get started?How do I get started?    

I would love to hear from you to see if I can be of help.  Give me a call or email and let’s 

get started! 

� Email:   tami@tamicoyne.com 

� Phone: (646) 770-2154 

References and Further Reading References and Further Reading References and Further Reading References and Further Reading     

• Detzler, Robert, Spiritual Response Therapy Dictionary, Olympia, Washington:  

Spiritual Response Association, 2008. 

• History of Dowsing 

• Spiritual Response Association 

• About Spiritual Response Therapy 
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“ 

“

“ 

“ 

“ 

“ 

“ 

“ 

“ 

“ 

What clients are saying about Tami CoyneWhat clients are saying about Tami CoyneWhat clients are saying about Tami CoyneWhat clients are saying about Tami Coyne    

Tami has helped me develop a better understanding of so many things, including my 
career, my loved ones, and myself. Since I've started working with her, I've become a 
much more patient person - we're all on this spiritual journey together!  

--  MD, Baltimore, MD 
 
Tami is an insightful, gifted, compassionate healer.  I have experienced this work 
firsthand, and have also witnessed it changing (and quite possibly saving) the lives of 
others as well.  With her encouragement, intuition, grace and fantastic sense of humor I 
have found peace and closure with issues that I thought were with me for the long 
haul.  When I practice listing what I am grateful for in this life, Tami has a permanent 
place on that list. 
 

-- MB, Pleasantville, NY 
 
Rev. Dr. Tami Coyne is one of the most compassionate and skilled people I’ve ever 
encountered. Tami has a highly developed intellect, keen intuition, and an exceptional 
“EQ.”  Most importantly, she is also extremely grounded.  I recommend her highly!  
 

--CAM, Tarrytown, NY 
 
I have had the privilege of working with Tami for almost ten years. She has helped me 
navigate some very challenging times in both my professional and personal worlds. Tami 
uses a combination of keen intellect and humor with wisdom and enormous generosity. 
She is positive, challenging, and always interested in my growth as a person. She has 
enormous passion and integrity, and I am so very lucky to have her on my team cheering 
me on, urging me to reach beyond my comfort zone. I feel safe and so very blessed to 
know she will help me face life's challenges in an authentic way.   
 

--HW, Atlanta, GA 

 

Of all the countless healers and therapists I have worked with, Tami Coyne is my all-time 
favorite.  She is intuitive beyond words and grounded at the same time—a rare 
combination.  Tami will help you bring to consciousness and clear garbage that you 
probably would never see, let alone understand on your own; but when you see it with 
Tami, your life starts to make sense, to come into better focus.  And she will make you 
laugh! 

--SS, Belgium      
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About Tami CoyneAbout Tami CoyneAbout Tami CoyneAbout Tami Coyne    

Spiritual career and life coaching-counseling is my calling.  For the 

past 15 years, I have had the joyful privilege of helping countless 

individuals navigate the sometimes rocky road of life with 

understanding and love.  Every client is special to me.  Every problem 

or obstacle is sacred.  Every day is an opportunity to connect more 

deeply with both my clients and with Spirit.   

I am an ordained Interfaith Minister and a graduate of Smith College where I received a 

degree in French Language and Literature.  I received my Master’s Degree from All Faiths 

Seminary in New York City and my Ph.D. from All Faiths and the Commonwealth Open 

University.  I am also the author of Your Life’s Work:  A Guide to Creating a Spiritual and 

Successful Work Life (look for a new edition in 2014) and the co-author of The Spiritual 

Chicks Question Everything:  Learn to Risk Release and Soar.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISLCAIMER:DISLCAIMER:DISLCAIMER:DISLCAIMER:    

Spiritual Response Therapy is not a replacement for psychotherapy nor should it replace 

medical visits with your health care practitioner. 

I am an ordained Interfaith Minister and a certified Spiritual Response Therapy 

consultant.  I am not a medical doctor nor am I a licensed mental health professional.  I 

do not diagnose nor cure conditions nor do I interfere with the treatment of licensed 

medical professionals. 

While many clients experience deep shifts and changes after an SRT clearing with me, I 

make no guarantee, promise, warranty, or representation, either implied or stated, 

regarding the result of a session. 


